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Abstract
The performance of an interconnection network is
measured by two metrics: average latency and peak
network throughput. Network throughput is the total
number of packets delivered per unit of time.
Most synthetic network loads consist of sources injecting
at the same given rate, using traffic patterns such as
random, permutations or hot spot, which reflect the
distribution of packet destinations in many parallel
applications. The network is assumed to be fair: all source
nodes are able to inject at the same rate. This work will
show such assumption is unfounded for most router
proposals. All router designs exhibited significant
network unfairness under non-uniform loads. Some
routers are also unfair under random traffic patterns. At
loads above saturation, if the channel utilization is
uneven, the injection matrix will become uneven: packet
at low used areas will be accepted at a higher rate that
those at the busy areas.
As synthetic traffic does not reflect the coupled nature of
the traffic generated by parallel applications, the impact
of this unfairness on application performance could not be
measured. New synthetic loads need to be developed to
better evaluate network response beyond saturation.
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Introduction

Massively Parallel Processors (MPPs) are built by
connecting a large number of common microprocessors
with off-the shelf interconnect technologies such as
Myrinet or Quadrics (Pretini et al, 2002) or custom
designed network such as those built into the BlueGene
(Blomrich et al 2003) or the Cray XT3. In addition of
managing message traffic for parallel applications, the
interconnection network (IN) provides support for data
distribution, periodic check-pointing, input/output
handling and results storage.
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The first step to design an interconnection network is to
choose the network topology. Low degree networks are
popular as they map easily into the plane, which
facilitates implementation. Besides, if we are bandwidth
limited, lower node degree results in wider physical
channels that reduce message transmission time. K-ary ncube networks of degree 2 or 3 are a popular choice
(Duato, Yalamanchili and Ni, 1997) as they provide a
regular symmetric direct network with the advantages this
entails.
The IN should provide low latency and high throughput,
and avoid any network anomalies such as deadlock,
livelock or starvation. There is a large body of result in
dealing with deadlock issues either by deadlock
avoidance or deadlock recovery. Most of the solutions are
based on restricting routing to eliminate cyclic
dependencies (Duato, Yalamachili and Ni, 1997) or to
break the possible cycles by mapping messages to
separate virtual channels (Dally and Seitz, 1987). Once
we achieve a deadlock-free network design it is easy to
increase adaptivity by applying Duato's theory (Duato,
1996). Deadlock recovery strategies rely on the fact that
deadlock occurrences are rare when the router provides
high levels of adaptivity (Anjan and Pinkston, 1997).
Instead of using many resources (i.e. virtual channels) to
avoid deadlock, we will need lesser resources per router
to forward deadlocked messages. However, deadlock
detection is not a trivial problem and poor performance
may result from either low detection rates or false
deadlocks. Misrouting can also be used to avoid deadlock
as well as to increase fault tolerance and circumvent
congestion areas. However, any non-minimal routing
introduces a livelock risk, as a message that is misrouted
may be prevented from reaching its destination in a
bounded time.
Finally, most router designs avoid starvation by providing
a fair arbitration scheme that guarantees a bounded
waiting time for any packet requesting an output channel.
Note that starvation is the worst-case scenario of network
unfairness in which a particular computation node
remains unable to access the network resources for an
unbounded time limit. Lesser cases of network unfairness
will allow different network nodes to inject packets at
different rates, resulting in some of the nodes
experiencing saturation while other nodes are still able to
inject at their full rates. Dally and Towles (2004) stated
that network unfairness is caused by unfair arbitration.
They cite the chaos router as an example: its arbiter gives
priority to packets queued at the router over incoming
packets. When routing arbitration is fair, it is expected

that the whole network will also be fair in terms of
throughput. Thus, the only metric used for measuring
network throughput is the number of packets (of flits)
delivered per unit of time.
Recent work on limited injection mechanisms has
highlighted the presence of network unfairness for nonuniform loads (Izu, Miguel-Alonso and Gregorio, 2005).
Such loads caused a non-uniform use of network
resources beyond saturation. This paper extends that
evaluation by showing network unfairness is present in
most router proposals at loads beyond saturation,
regardless of their flow control, routing strategy or
arbitration policy. Furthermore, we will see that some
networks exhibit throughput unfairness even under
uniform loads. Such findings question the validity of
reported network performance under heavy loads.
Furthermore, this work restates the need for better
synthetic loads that reflect the behaviour of parallel
applications at saturation (Chien and Konstantinidou,
1994).
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2.1.1

DOR-2vc router

The DOR-2vc router is an oblivious router that divides
each physical channel into two virtual channels to avoid
deadlock, as illustrated in figure 1(b). Messages that cross
the wrap-around link must change from using virtual
channel 0 to using virtual channel 1. This eliminates the
cyclic dependencies in each unidirectional ring as shown
in the channel dependency graph of figure 1(c).

Interconnection Network design

In this section we will briefly describe the main router
proposals for k-ary n-cube networks (Duato,
Yalamanchili and Ni, 1997). As we aim to prove that
network unfairness occurs in most routers, we need to
consider a representative set of k-ary n-cube routers,
including both oblivious and adaptive routers. In most
cases, deadlock management has a significant impact on
router architecture and channel utilization. Thus, we will
cover the full range of deadlock avoidance methods.

2.1

Static routers

Figure 1. Breaking the channel dependency cycle using
virtual channels

Dimensional order routing (DOR) in a k-ary n-cube
network forwards packets in dimensional order: the path
from a source node A with coordinates (a1, .., an) to a
destination node B = (b1, .., bn) will travel in the first
dimension to node (b1,a2, ..an), then on the second
dimension to read the node with coordinates (b1,b2 …an)
and so for until reaching the destination node. This
strategy is also called oblivious or static routing.

This method was initially proposed for wormhole torus
networks (Dally and Seitz 1987) and it has been used
extensively as it was the only proven method to avoid
deadlock in wormhole networks. Note that this deadlock
avoidance method is also applicable to virtual cut-through
networks.

A torus can be seen as a collection of uni-dimensional
rings (each row or column in a 2D torus). As nodes travel
dimensions in a fix order, it is not possible to form
deadlock cycles over multiple rings. However, it is
possible to reach a deadlock configuration inside one of
these rings.

Bubble flow control (BFC) is an extension of VCT flow
control that prevents the network interface from filling up
its router buffer capacity (Carrion et al, 1997). If the ring
is not full, deadlock cannot occur. Figure 2 illustrates the
use of bubble flow control in a unidirectional ring.

The channel dependency graph (Dally and Seitz 1987) of
any unidirectional ring has a cycle as shown in figure
1.(a). This represents a network in which each node in
one ring (for example, row 2 in the +X direction) has full
input and output buffers and none of those messages have
reached their destination yet. As the next node’s buffer is
also full, no message will be forwarded; all of them will
continue to wait for the next input buffer to become
available.

2.1.1 DOR-Bubble router

Packets (shaded queue units) are allowed to move
(shaded arrows) from one queue to another inside the ring
as per virtual cut-through switching. However, packet
injection is only allowed at a given router if there are at
least two empty packet buffers in the local queue on top
of the VCT restriction. By doing so, we guarantee that,
even when multiple nodes inject simultaneously, there
will always be at least an empty packet buffer in the ring.
That free buffer acts as a bubble, allowing at least one
packet to progress. Both packet injection and packet
turning from an X ring to a Y ring are subject to BFC.
Packets inside a ring move as per VCT.
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Figure 2.- Deadlock avoidance in a ring using Bubble Flow control.

2.2

Minimal Adaptive routers

Fully adaptive routers allow packets to select any
minimal path between source and destination, based on
the network status. The packet travels along a default path
(probably DOR) but if its next output channel is busy it
will change dimension of travel. A packet will block
when it cannot progress in any dimension. Thus, latency
is reduced at medium loads.
As packets may turn in any direction, fully adaptive
routing increases the risk of deadlock. Fortunately,
Duato’s theory (1996) provides a framework on how to
built deadlock free fully adaptive networks: it is possible
to combine a fully adaptive virtual network with a
deadlock-free virtual network so that the latter provides
escape paths for any potentially deadlocked packet in the
fully adaptive sub-network.

2.2.1 Duato4vc
This router is built by adding two more fully adaptive
virtual channels to the DOR-2vc router. Note we can add
any number of fully adaptive channels. Adding more
virtual lanes may reduce even further head-of-line
blocking but at the cost of higher arbitration and crossbar
complexity.
This network is similar to that use in some commercial
systems such as the Alpha 21364 (Mukherjee et al, 1997)
or the Cray T3E (Scott and Thorson, 1996).

2.2.2 Adap-Bubble
This router is built by adding two more fully adaptive
virtual channels to the DOR-bubble router. Thus, it uses 3
virtual channels per physical link. There is no restriction
to inject packets in the adaptive sub-network and packet
can move form escape to adaptive channels as required.
Changing from an adaptive channel to an escape one
must meet the bubble flow control conditions; for a full
description see (Puente et al, 2001). This router design
has been implemented in the torus network of the
BlueGene/L supercomputer (Blumrich et al, 2003)

2.2.3 Disha4vc
This fully adaptive wormhole router implements a
deadlock recovery strategy that forwards a deadlocked
packet using a dedicated central buffer per router as
described in (Anjan and Pinkston 1997).
Disha is reminiscent of Duato’s approach used in the
other router as it has two virtual networks -- one
susceptible to deadlocks (possibly adaptive) and the other
that provides escape routes. However, there are
significant differences. Escape paths in Duato’s scheme
use two virtual channels as per DOR-2vc. However, the
escape channel in Disha is a single Deadlock Buffer
central to the router. This buffer is shared between
neighbouring nodes and, unlike edge buffers, is not
dedicated to any path. A packet is assumed to be
deadlocked after its blocking time at the node reaches a
threshold. The selection of a proper time-out interval is
important to obtaining optimum performance. Deadlock
feeds upon itself in that if cycles are not broken quickly,
more and more

2.3

Non-Minimal adaptive routers

A non-minimal adaptive router allows packet to select
output channels that will taken further away from their
destination. This allows packets to circumvent faults
and/or avoid minimal path congested areas. On the other
hand, each packet uses more network resources so that
network throughput may be reduced.

2.3.1 The Chaos router
The chaos router is a fully adaptive virtual cut-through
router that instead of using virtual channels to avoid
deadlock, it relies on misrouting of the blocked packets.
In the absence of congestion packet follow non-minimal
paths. The router has one buffer per input channel, and a
central queue to store blocked packets, which have not
being able to cut-through while the rest of the packet was
transmitted. Once the central queue is full, and a packet is
blocking the input channel, misrouting is triggered at one
of the queued packets is forced to use the available output

channel. The packet at the input can then be queued so
that the input channel is ready to accept another packet.
Thus, a packet whose destination is in a congested area
may be forced to take non-minimal paths once or more
times. The chaos router solves livelock by randomising
the selection of the packet to be misrouted, so it is most
unlikely for a given packet to be repeatedly misrouted.
For more details please refer to (Bolding, Fulham and
Snyder, 1997).
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Evaluation methodology

Evaluations of architectural proposals need to be carried
out during all design stages. Simple functional simulators
help us assessing routing algorithms, deadlock avoidance
mechanisms, fault-tolerance, etc during the early stages.
These simulators do not incorporate all the details
required in an actual, hardware-implemented system;
however, the most relevant aspects of the design are
there, allowing us to check the viability of a proposal—or
its drawbacks. In subsequent stages, more detailed
simulators or even hardware prototypes can be used to
refine the design.
Network performance is reported using two figures:
latency (time from packet generation until its delivery)
and throughput, which is measured as the number of
packets delivered in a given time interval divided by the
interval length and the network size. In other words, this
is the average load accepted by the network (i.e., the
network throughput), which is expected to be even
amongst the network nodes. Chien advocated in (Chien
and Konstantinidou, 1994) that other throughput
measures are needed to reflect relevant throughput
characteristic such as fairness and guarantee of
throughput. However, most network studies kept on
reporting only peak throughput at saturation.
In order to evaluate network fairness we have modified
the three simulators described below, so they now
measure the number of packets injected per processing
node. Using this injection matrix we can calculate not
only the average network throughput but also the
minimum and maximum throughput per node as
suggested in (Dally and Towles, 2004).

3.1

Network simulators

In most comparative studies, the same network simulator
is used to compare two or more design alternatives. As
the goal of this paper is not to compare routers but to
estimate the network unfairness or each router proposal,
we have use a range of functional simulators whose
source has been made available by their authors, and
which are representative of the state of the art in
interconnection network simulation. In particular, the
chaos router is evaluated using the chaos simulator,
Duato4vc and Disha4vc are evaluated using flexsim 1.2
(2005) and the static and adaptive bubble routers are
simulated with FSIN (2005). This reflect the way network
throughput was measured in the state of the art literature,
and provides a wider choice of router implementation
details, as per router proposal, instead of the uniformity
provided by a single simulator.

All simulators emulate the pipeline stages of a network
router each cycle: reception of phits, header decoding and
generation of channel request, arbitration and crossbar
transmission, virtual channel arbitration and phit
transmission. Each simulator has its own set of
parameters that allows us to compare different design
alternatives, such as input buffer size, the number of
virtual channels, the routing policy etc. For example,
flexsim emulates a range of wormhole routers including
dor-2vc, disha and duato. FSIN emulates VCT routers
and chaos emulates oblivious wormhole, oblivious cutthrough and chaos. In most cases we have use the default
parameter values assumed by the simulator. All of them
allow us to choose the network size, which we set to a
16x16 torus network (with full-duplex links). We set the
packet length to be 16 flits (or phits if it is a VCT router 1)
and in most cases the input buffer capacity is for two
packets (except chaos which has single-packet buffers).
For practical reasons, most performance studies of
interconnection networks are carried out using synthetic
traffic. Each processing node is modelled as an
independent traffic source, which generates packet
following a Bernoulli (or sometimes Poisson) distribution
with a parameter that depends on the applied load. All
simulators provide standard destination functions such as
random, a range of permutations (transpose, bit reversal,
perfect shuffle etc) and random with hot-spots.
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Network Evaluation

This section presents throughput results under both
uniform and non-uniform loads for each of the routers
under consideration. This results complement the average
throughput values reported in the literature.

4.1 Random Load
Figures 3 and 4 show the range on node throughput
values versus load for a range of router designs. Under
random traffic most networks exhibit minor variations
between the minimum and maximum throughput
experience by any given node. These variations are
probably due to the minor traffic fluctuation which
impact on their injection rates. Note that random traffic
makes an even use of the physical channels. In most
routers, channel utilization is balanced amongst the VCs,
as packets are free to move from one virtual channel or
lane to another.
Both DOR-Bubble and Chaos give preference to transit
packets over new injections, so that they cause starvation.
However, under random traffic they seem to be
reasonably fair at very high loads. On the contrary, both
DOR-2vc and Duato4vc exhibit significant network
unfairness for load beyond saturation. The main
difference for this type or routers is their unbalanced use
of the oblivious virtual channels as reported in (Bolding,
1992).

1

Flit stands for FLow control unIT, which in VCT is a
packet; phit is the physical unit sent in one cycle.

Figure 4. Minimum, maximum and average node
throughput versus offered load for a Chaos (top) and a
Disha (bottom) 16x16 torus network under random
traffic.
As flexsim 1.2 does not provides virtual channel
utilization maps we did run the equivalent DOR-2vc
under FSIN, selecting an optimised version on Dally’s
deadlock-free routing function so that packets not
crossing the wrap-around link are injected in any of the
virtual channels. Figure 5 shows the channel utilization
map for the channel +X for both Dor-Bubble and DOR2vc under 10% of the maximum network load.
We could see that the Bubble router exhibits a balanced
used of the network channels while the Dor-2vc router
exhibits, in spite of the optimisation, a quite unbalanced
use of its two virtual channels. This is because by
selecting a fixed link as the wrap-around that limits
virtual channel utilization, the network symmetry is
broken: nodes close to the link are forced to use VC0.

Figure 3. Minimum, maximum and average node
throughput versus offered load for a range of deadlockfree minimal 16x16 torus networks under random traffic.

Note that a high loads many packets will blocked and
resort to use the escape sub-network, including new
packet at the injection ports. In other words, a packet at
injection will encounter different channel utilization (for
the VC selected by the routing function) depending of its
network location. The Adaptive Bubble router is slightly
fairer that its oblivious counterpart, as the additional
virtual channels do not disadvantage new packets. Disha
is quite fair as well but suffers significant degradation at
loads beyond saturation.

Figure 5. Channel utilization for the two oblivious routers under 10% random offered load.

4.2

Non-Uniform Loads

4.1.1

All permutation patterns made a very unbalanced
usage of network resources under DOR routing.
Adaptive routing addresses this issue by exploiting
multiple paths but most patterns still exhibit uneven
channel utilization. For example, the transpose pattern
builds congestion amongst the network diagonals and
the bit-reversal permutation does put pressure on the
network bisection. In this section we will limit the
discussion to the transpose permutation, but throughput
unfairness is significant for any non-uniform traffic
pattern.
Router

Minimum

Average

Maximum

DOR-2vc

0.0014

0.14218

0.59792

DOR-Bubble-

0.0001

0.1334

0.4630

Duato4vc

0.0017

0.2557

0.7065

Adap-Bubble

0.0988

0.2339

0.6508

Chaos

0.0008

0.2067

0.4796

Disha4vc

0.0019

0.2752

0.6632

Table 1. Minimum, maximum and average node
throughput (flits/cycle) for a 16x16 tours network with
transpose permutation pattern at 0.8 flits/cycle/node
offered load.

Transpose

Table 1 summarizes the average, minimum and
maximum node throughput in flits/cycle. We can see
all networks exhibit high levels of throughput
unfairness. To explain these values we need to look at
the channel utilization for each router. We will start
first showing the values for the chaos router, which is
simpler as it does not have virtual channels.
Figure 6 shows the distribution of X+ channel
utilization in the Chaos router both below and above
saturation. At loads below saturation, the injection
matrix is flat as all nodes are able to inject their
packets. Note that the nodes in the diagonal don’t send
messages through the network as the destinations are
their own nodes, hence their value is zero. Any other
node is injecting approximately 800 packets. This
matrix is similar regardless of the router design chosen,
provided the load is below its saturation point.
For loads above saturation we observe there is a
noticeable change in the channel utilization, which is
due to the use of misrouting. At high loads, the routers
around the congested diagonal will fill their central
queues and force many packets to misroute. This
causes the increase in channel utilization close to the
diagonal.
The injection matrix shows a direct co-relation
between high utilization channels and low number of
injected packets. In other words, a peak in channel
utilization results in a valley in the injection matrix.

Figure 6. Channel utilization (left) and distribution of the injection rates for a 16x16 chaos network under transpose
traffic pattern for a 0.8 flits/cycle/node offered load.

Figure 7. Injection matrix for a 16x16 network under transpose traffic (0.8 flits/cycle/node offered load) with a range
of router alternatives.

Similarly, a valley in the channel distribution graph turns
into a peak in the injection matrix. Note that some nodes
inject well above the theoretical limit of 0.5 flits/cycle as
they are in low utilization areas, so they are able to inject
at their wish. This additional traffic increases congestion
in the diagonal and further reduces the injection rates of
the nodes close to the diagonal.
This relation occurs in all routers, although the injection
matrix varies depending on the ability of the router to
distribute the packets amongst its set of virtual channels.
Figure 7 shows the injection matrix distribution at 80%
load for other network alternatives. All of them exhibit
large levels of unfairness, as described in Table 1, Note
that all the wormhole routers have a similar unfairness
pattern, which is related by the default paths and
arbitration used in the flexsim simulator. Is out of the
scope of this paper to analyse the differences amongst
them.
We could see that the router architecture has a negligible
impact on network fairness. In fact, the chaos router
proves to be one of the more fair alternatives for the
transpose traffic pattern. Besides, design choices such as
increasing the buffer size or the number of virtual
channels do increase peak throughput but do not alter the
channel utilization patterns.
All the above results link network fairness to the balanced
usage of the network resources and not to the arbitration
policy as suggested in (Dally and Towles, 2004). Similar
uneven figures are obtained for other permutation
patterns such as bit-reversal and perfect shuffle.
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Summary

This paper has shown that network throughput seen by
each computing node at saturated loads varies with node
location. This indicates that reported values of average
network performance at heavy loads, beyond its
saturation point, are to not be relied upon.
All network designs exhibit significant network
unfairness under non-uniform loads. Furthermore,
duato4vc, a popular router design implemented in many
commercial systems, exhibits unfairness under uniform
random traffic. We can conclude that fair arbitration is
not sufficient to guarantee network fairness; in that case,
the node injection rate depends on the level of activity of
its router. Thus, network fairness relies on the ability of
the network to balance channel utilization amongst its
routers.
Network unfairness is not desirable in terms of
application performance. A tightly coupled application in
which there is a high level of data exchange amongst the
nodes will keep them working at the same pace. A
loosely coupled application may allow some nodes to
race ahead of the pack, only to wait later at some
synchronization barrier, reducing the overlap between
computation and communication. Further work is needed

to explore if network fairness will bring significant gains
to application performance.
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